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Jimmy Hines ( new Member ) is making good progress
with a total restoration of this 1960 NSU Prinz 30E.
Progress reports are planned for future editions.
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Graham now has a Little Mouse in his garage !
Designed by Dante Giacosa, the original Topolino (Italian for little mouse)
was introduced in 1936 as Fiat’s answer to the Austin Seven, putting the motor car in
reach of many Italians for the first time. Giacosa’s 500 was a clever small car, full
of character and proved immensely popular in the years leading up to the war. Fiat
revamped the Topolino in 1948, adding overhead-valves and the revised model was
designated the 500B. Developing a lusty 16.5 horsepower, the 500B also featured
upgraded brakes, suspension, clutch and gearbox and a total of 21,000 were built in
just two years or production. By the end of the 1940s the Topolino’s pre-war styling
was becoming a little dated and Fiat set about modernising the bodywork, resulting
in the 500C launched in 1949 with the headlamps integrated into the front wings and
horizontal grille.
Built as a two-seater, the Topolino was available with a variety of body
styles but the most popular was the versatile saloon with folding roof section. Apart
from the switch to an alloy cylinder head the engine was essentially unchanged,
while the rest of the specification remained much the same, with independent front
suspension featuring wishbones and a transverse leaf spring, while the live axle at
the rear employed semi-elliptic leaf springs and an anti-roll bar, with telescopic
dampers all round. The braking system was via effective hydraulic drums and the
Fiat proved typically entertaining to drive, with lively performance, an excellent four
-speed gearchange and good handling.
Indeed, the 500C was the backbone of events like the famed Mille Miglia,
where they regularly featured in the results as class winners. Today the Topolino is
far less common sight on Australia’s roads than its successor, the second generation
500, but they remain extremely popular, with a thriving club scene and plenty of
events catering to their fortunate owners.
Inspired by a missed earlier sale Graham Sims found this one and bought it…. ed
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Graham’s Little Mouse is now one of his 3 Microteers
A Tale of a Mouse.
I feel a bit of a traitor to my German heritage…and to my BMW Isetta and
Heinkels, but, in my dotage, I’ve fallen in love with an Italian ‘Mouse’…a 1950 Fiat
Topolino, which I recently bought from Shannons Sydney auction.
Through my own laziness,and a belief that it would fetch $30,000 plus, I’d
missed out on another little Topolino, a ‘soft-top’,at a Shannons auction in
Melbourne, so I was determined not to let it happen again, if another, (relatively rare)
example ever popped up…and,suddenly, it DID!
Trying to explain the logic (HUH?) behind saddling oneself with ANY of
our antiquated little beasties ,when their age and idiosyncracies stand in such contrast
to our modern machines, is a pointless exercise…so I won’t bother. I just WANTED
one!
It’s true that I WAS a Fiat buff, back in the late 60’s & ‘70’s. In Malaysia I
bought, drove and brought back to OZ a 1970 Fiat 125…one of the nicest cars I’ve
ever owned…ahead of its time, with a belt-driven, twin-overhead camshaft, 4 wheel
independent suspension, twin Weber carbies, a beautiful, 5 speed gearbox and
exquisite, rack& pinion steering.
I’ve also owned an 1800 Fiat 124 Sports Coupé (a beautiful beast) and a 132
GLS Sedan, (which I stupidly ‘emasculated’ by buying it as an automatic, with a
dreadful, Holden , ‘Trimatic’, 3 speed gearbox…sacrilege for Fiat buffs!)
Our (third) Trakka Motorhome is based on the internationally popular Fiat
Ducato 3 litre diesel, which is excellent.
On the other hand, it’s not for nothing that Fiat owners are reassured (?) that
FIAT stands for ‘Fix It Again, Tony’. (It actually (?) stood for ‘Fails In All Tests.’…
just joking!)
The circumstances of my successful bidding for the Topolino eerily parallel
my purchase, 15 years ago,
of my ‘Rolling Egg’, my
BMW Isetta, also from a
Shannon’s auction. The
photo to the right shows
the three Microteers, but
the Topolino although the
largest, is not three times
the size of the other two,
as they appear. Maybe
half as big again, but still
a tiny car.

Graham Sims
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Do Not Be Fooled By The Sunshine …….
These photos were taken recently at a Micro Car show in the UK !
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Also From the UK …...on facebook, Malcolm McKay sent a big
thanks to James Farrington for agreeing to take on the reinstatement of the
devastated roof of his Nobel 200. James plans to reconstruct the roof with the
aid of a new rear screen from another, take a mould from it and then replace
the entire roof section with a new one. He's performed similar surgery very
successfully on his Rochdale Olympic in the past. The Nobel is the latest
known chassis number and has covered just 13 miles from new (even the
tyres, though rotten, are unworn) - it's believed to have been one of the last
cars unsold from the Belfast factory but it's history is shrouded in mystery - all
clues welcome! Picture 2 is what it should look like soon… ed
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Nobel 200
Born in Vienna on August 17, 1922, Jakob Knoblauch, was credited in
at least one publication as the “designer of the first bubble car” although this is
otherwise unsubstantiated.
In England, he adopted the name York Noble and formed the company
Noble Motors, Ltd. In May 1956, as UK concessionaires for the Heinkel bubble
car until its manufacture was transferred to the Dundalk Engineering Company,
in Dundalk ( Ireland) in mid-1958.
In December 1957, Noble set up another company, York Noble
Industries Ltd, and in June 1958, it was announced that the company would be
introducing two cars. The Nobel 200 limousine, a hard-top saloon, and the
Nobel 200 ‘Vicky’, described as van or pick-up with detachable canvas top and
side panels. Both vehicles would be available either as do-it-yourself kits or as
ready to drive vehicles.
The cars were described as re-designed versions of the German Fuldamobil,
which with the exception of the Sachs engine, would be entirely built in Britain.
Shortly before York Noble made his announcement, a team had been
sent on behalf of Short Brothers aircraft company by Sir Matthew Slattery to
examine whether it would be viable for Shorts to build the Fuldamobil under
licence.
Further details emerged in September 1958, when Cyril Lord, named as
chairman of York Noble Industries, announced that manufacture would take
place in Northern Ireland.
Formula One World Champion Mike Hawthorn became associated with
the marque towards the end of 1958, flagging away two Nobels amongst a host
of other bubble cars at a promotional event in September, before appearing on
the Nobel stand at the Paris Motor show the following month. At the show, it
was announced that Hawthorn had accepted the role of Technical Director for
York Noble industries. “Call me the outfit’s tea-boy” was his jovial riposte to
the press.
Two Nobel saloons were on display at the Paris show, both differed
from later production cars, with different side trim and a different two-tone
colour scheme. At least one car was fitted with a sun-roof, and also had its fuel
cap on the left at the rear rather than in the usual central position. Both cars
were left-hand drive and were fitted with four wheels. It was confirmed at the
show that the car would be assembled by Short Brothers & Harland Ltd at their
Glen Works in Newtownards, Northern Ireland. although about 90% of the
manufacture of parts was done elsewhere. The chassis was made by Rubery
Owen. Production of the fibreglass body shell was subcontracted to the Bristol
Aeroplane Company with regular shipments of the bodies between Bristol and
Larne Harbour ( Northern Ireland ) . …...Source Wikipedia
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Is Bernard the most senior vehicle restorer in Coffs Harbour,
or New South Wales, or even Australia ?
If you think that it is time for you to stop doing up motor cars or scooters, then think
again. Bernard is about to celebrate 91 years on this earth, and he has just taken on a
brand new ‘project.’.
He was first involved with Jeeps whilst
in the British Army, in Italy 1946. with
the 6th. Royal Tank Regiment. To overcome the cold they had carpenters make
plywood cabins for them. From then on
Jeeps were always in his life. Memorably
Somalia and Kenya, where he travelled
many miles by Jeep. Later, also Korea in
1950.They are an amazing vehicle and
thousands were built for the second world
war and found their way all over the world.
Many clubs have been formed to cater
for enthusiastic collectors like Bernard.
After service life and settling in Australia
with his Australian wife Jean, interest in
Jeeps continued and he had a number to
play with over the years. Knowing the
pleasure he had with Jeeps his children encouraged Bernard to now find another.
So the search began and he found how rare they had become. The search took about five years
There seemed to be a number of fully restored ones for sale, but what he was looking
for was something fairly complete that could be brought back to life.
Now it has been found and is expected to take a long time to restore but it will give many
hours of pleasure. photos...above at home in his jungle garden, below taking possession
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Is Bernard the most senior vehicle restorer in Coffs Harbour,
or New South Wales, or even Australia ?
Photo below shows Bernard’s new project arriving at its new home in Coff’s
Harbour. Looks like it is all there, but will need a complete dismantling then reassembly, reconditioning or rebuilding in the process. It is a 1944 Willys, which was
almost identical to the Ford Jeep. In Oct 1941, Willys had won the contract to build
America’s command reconnaissance vehicle, but due to the huge demand, Ford was

asked to go into production with
the same design, Ford however introduced a number of modifications,
the most notable was the Ford
chassis had an inverted U-shaped
front cross member instead of a
tubular bar. The resulting build
during WW2 was that about
360,000 Willys Jeeps and around
280,000 Ford Jeeps were produced.
Interestingly some 51,000 units
were sent to USSR under the
Lend Lease program.
Photo to the left shows Bernard
handing over the 2.2 litre 60hp
engine to his engine doctor,
after rounding up a family member
or 2 to help get it out and delivered
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From a Lithograph by Swedish artist Lasse Aberg….. even the cartoon
characters love their Messerschmitts !

Interesting seethrough image found on the internet.
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England’s Gordon Three Wheeler
The Gordon first appeared in December 1954 and was manufactured
by Vernons Industries Ltd, Cheshire. (UK). The car at the time was the
cheapest on the English market at a price of £300.The Gordon was powered
by a 197cc single-cylinder two-stroke engine that was mounted on the offside
of the car. This is clearly visible by the large air intake on the side designed
to help keep the engine cool. As a result of the engine being off set only one
of the two wheels at the rear was actually powered by a chain. Production
continued until 1958…. Richard Warren
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Sky was no limit for German Aircraft Designer
After the war Messerschmitt went to Munich Technical School, but having
worked and designed a glider with Harth that broke a duration record, the two men
had a difference of opinion and their partnership was dissolved.
In 1923 Messerschmitt founded his own company Flugzeugbau
Messerschmitt, initially building gliders but later aircraft powered by internal
combustion engines. His M-17 set a speed record and the M-18 was used by
Lufthansa in its early days.
In 1927 his company was forced to merge with Bayerische Flugzeugwerke
(BFW), but the crash of two Lufthansa M-20 aircraft in 1928, threatened to sink
the company. In 1931 BFW declared bankruptcy but was saved by
Messerschmitt’s friendship with WWI ace and test pilot Theo Croneiss, who was
linked to the Nazi party. The Nazis came to power in 1933 and were looking to
rearm the country, flouting the Treaty of Versailles, which had limited
remilitarisation after WWI.
German leader Adolf Hitler with Willy Messerschmitt at his aircraft
factory in 1937.German twin engine Messerschmitt Bf 110 over the English
Channel in 1940.Engineer and aircraft designer Dr Willy Messerschmitt in an
undated picture.Messerschmitt impressed the Luftwaffe with his lightweight
performance aircraft, winning a design contest with his Bf-109, which went into
production in 1937 and proved its superiority during the Spanish Civil War.
Around 35,000 Bf-109s would be produced. BFW was renamed
Messerschmitt in 1938 when he took over as managing director. In 1939 a variant
of the Bf-109, the Me-209, broke a world speed record with test pilot Fritz
Wendel. During the war Messerschmitt’s aircraft were a significant part of the
Luftwaffe’s fighting strength. As the conflict raged on, Messerschmitt worked on
jet aircraft designs, producing the Me-262, the first operational jet aircraft.The war
ended before his jets could become a serious threat and, in 1945, he was detained
by Allied occupation forces and kept under house arrest. In 1948 he was brought
before a “denazification” court and convicted of collusion with the Nazis and
using slave labour in his plants. He spent two years in prison but, on his release,
was allowed to return to his company which was now forbidden to produce
aircraft.
By then the company had turned to producing sewing machines and other less
violent and more constructive products. While he was not allowed to make
aircraft, the micro-cars he produced seemed to have echoes of aircraft cockpits and
he was allowed to act as a consultant to other countries developing their air fleets,
designing aircraft for the Spanish government.
The ban on aircraft production was relaxed in the late ’50s and the company was
allowed to produce foreign-designed aircraft under licence, including the
Lockheed Starfighters used by the West German Luftwaffe.
Messerschmitt retired in 1970 and died in 1978. … Daily Telegraph 2018
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Sky was no limit for German Aircraft Designer
( an article in the History section of the Daily Telegraph )
When German aircraft designer Willy Messerschmitt was released from
prison in 1950, after serving time for using slave labour in his factories during
WW11, he needed to find a new project.
In the wake of the war there was a ban placed on Germans producing their
own aircraft, part of a raft of bans to prevent the country remilitarising. So
Messerschmitt had to use his formidable design skills in other areas.
His company had been producing sewing machines, railroad cars and parts
for prefabricated bridges and housing, but a chance meeting with Fend Flitzer, an
erngineer who had once worked for Messerschmitt, but had been making threewheeled enclosed invalid carriages after the war, sent him on a new path. Flitzer
pitched an idea tyo make a small three wheeled car and Messerschmitt gave it
immediate approval. In 1953 the company sent a prototype kabinenroller ( cabin
scooter ) known as the KR175 to the Geneva Motor Show.
After several refinements the car went into production and was so popular
that 15,000 were made. It was soon followed by the even more popular KR-200, of
which 40,000 were made. While the name Messerschmitt would always be
associated with the flying German war machine, these quirky little cars brought
some measure of redemption.
Wilhelm Emil Messerschmitt was born in Frankfurt-am-Main, Germany , on June
26, 1898 — 120 years ago today. His wine merchant father later moved his family to
Bamberg, where Messerschmitt grew up.
As a boy, Messerschmitt
was fascinated by gliders, zeppe
lins and other pioneering forms
of aviation. He was sent to the
Bamberg Realschule, a secondary
school, where his studies focused
on sciences and technical subjects.
Outside school he also gained an
education from Friedrich Harth,
who designed and built sailplanes,
a type of glider. When Harth was
conscripted in World War I,
Messerschmitt continued working
on Harth’s experimental gliders.
He was also drafted in 1917 and
was stationed with Harth at an army flight training school, where they both worked
on experimental gliders. The photo above, a 1960 Messerschmitt at an NRMA
Motorfest in Hyde Park, Sydney, in 2004, was included in the article and is still
owned by Fred..
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Anti Theft Device for an Isetta ( or even a Trojan or a Heinkel )
…...from Mario Golt, with comment from Mark Sebolt.. Once hooked up to an
airstream it ain’t going nowhere.

####################################################################

Fred’s May/June Europe trip
Started with flight to Zurich to join an eight-day cruise along the Rhine from Basel
to Amsterdam, arriving early morning was able to join, an arranged, optional extra
trip to Mt Pilatus and a walking tour around Zurich.
Day 2. The cruise headed for Breisach, located at the foot of the Kaiserstuhl
Mountain on the French-German border, the gateway to the Black Forest with a visit
to a Cuckoo clock shop.
Day 3. River cruise continued to Strasbourg, where the fascinating astronomical
clock was hidden behind covers and under restoration scaffolding! This turned out to
be the first of three (unviewable) clocks.
Day 4, Headed along to Heidelberg with
its castles, towering magnificently over
the city, and a stop in Mainz for guided
walk and a visit to the informative
Gutenberg (printing) Museum.
Fifth day’s stop, the wine town of
Rüdesheim, with visit to a wine cellar
and tasting. Continuing on to the unique
Siegfried’s Mechanical Musical
Instrument Museum. Here the impressive
collection of historical self-playing
instruments were set into motion.
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Fred’s May June Europe trip
Sixth day’s cruising continued through the dramatic Rhine Gorge; the most
beautiful stretch of the Rhine River where ancient castles stand on cliffs 400 feet
above the water. This day’s port of call Cologne Germany a 2,000-year-old city
known for its gothic architecture and famous twin-spired cathedral.
Arriving Amsterdam, the cruise concluded with a canal cruise along the
elegant Grachten lined with 700-year-old homes dating back from the city’s “Golden
Age”. Time in the afternoon to explore and find our way around.
After the final night on board we made our way to our booked Air B&B
where we were able to leave our cases early. Unencumbered were able to find
interesting places to visit, where to make bookings etc. and how to get to the Hague.
Sunday join others for a day tour to Giethoorn about 80km north, this is at the centre
of Overijssel’s canal system. The little village is dependent on its waterways, many of
the houses cannot be reached by road.
After an included canal boat
tour the afternoon was spent walking
the tow/footpaths watching the boats
bumping into each other and queuing
in the canals one-way system.
Monday catch train to The
Hague then bus to the Louwman car
museum. This is in an impressive
building of many floors the collection
consists of over two hundred and fifty
stunning antique and classic cars dating from 1886 to date.
Connoisseurs consider it to be one of the most beautiful private collections in
the world. Many hours, 740 photos later exiting through their very impressive
restaurant come shop area. ( photo over )
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Fred’s May June Europe trip
Some microcars displayed include an Amphie Car, Piatti Scooter, Zundapp Janus
250cc, Peugeot ULV 1941 electric, Kleinschnitt F125, Frisky family three, a
Bambino 200, this a Dutch built micro car, basically a Fuldomobile with IlO engine.
The obligatory Schmitt KR200 an ISO Isetta 1963. Most impressive is the Brooke
25/30-HP swan car.

From Amsterdam by Eurostar train to London, another booked Air B&B was
in a penthouse unit just ten minutes’ walk from Tower bridge and The Tower of
London. Tuesday morning join the queue to spend most of the day touring round the
Tower of London. Late afternoon took a ferry to the Embankment to see what was to
be seen, Big Ben was shrouded in plastic and scaffolding. (number two clock hidden
from view!).Wednesday was spent doing the normal sightseeing of Westminster
Abby and other sights.
In the afternoon my daughter who lives near Guildford (UK) was working
during the school holiday not to far away; so able to catch up and have a full on
exceptional restaurant meal and chat. Thursday sign up for Vodaphone so I could use
mobile phone, Museums in afternoon. Friday, Green Park to find myself feeding
swans. Saturday found us wandering around Piccadilly and Soho, a place where my
mother used to work in the 60’s.
Saturday late afternoon left London by Flex bus to travel overnight to
Dusseldorf where a few hours later embark a ‘Green’ train getting into to Hamburg
Sunday afternoon. The hotel booked was only four minutes’ walk from HBF station.
That evenings wandering found us following music and noise to a market street
where were able to taste German sausages, sweet potato fries and other delights!
For Monday had previously booked, on line, tickets for 8.30am entry to
Miniature Wonderland giving the (needed) full day to enjoy the layout and models.
This started with a diorama showing Hamburg from 5,500BC to date
including war time changes. Very informative…….
The two floors of displays run through a day/night cycle so one gets to
apreciate how each city, place, event appears; including Mount Vesuvius erupting;
The airport taxiing take-off and landing etc.
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Fred’s May June Europe trip
Studying the street scenes and events taking place I found several microcar
models, BMW Isetta, Zundap Janus, VW & Smart Cars (many) Overall found 3
Messerschmitt models one, on the model airport roof car park.

h

From Hamburg collected a Fiat diesel car, driving round the block getting
used to the GPS and having the rest of the car to my right side within 400mt came
too close to a parked car hitting his mirror with mine. Going around the block again
noticed his mirror broken, mine intact.
My passenger from then on kept telling me to “keep left”, this took my brain
a long time to come to grips with! Even on the Autobarn crawling along, bumper to
bumper traffic, my mirror rubbed along-side a semi’s body. Arrived and booked in
our air-B&B home. That afternoon made way to the MCD rally site at Irenensee,
Uetze, this is parkland surrounding a lake with plenty of parking for motor homes,
campers, and the owners of the 120 plus Schmitts that arrived. Introduced our selves
to the organisers then drove around the local area and shops.
Next morning drove 120km to Einbeck to visit PS Speicher car museum
which acquired/purchased Otto Kunnecke ex Story microcar collection. This weekend, much to the chagrin of MCD, was their initial opening of their Microcar
display.
This conflicted with, and upset,
the Schmitt organisers who have
held their event the same weekend every year for past many years.
Lunch was had with ‘Bert’ Neijmeijer
Lubertus ‘one of our NZ magazine
contributors’, along with Martin Sauer
and a Japanese family who own
Chibiguruma microcar museum in Japan. ( photo from museum web page.)
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Fred’s May June Europe trip
The PS Speicher museum is five stories; entry is by a Time-Travel lift set up
as an early carriage taking one to the fifth floor’s early 1880’s carriages display.
Working down each level through motor-bikes, some microcars, 1920’s - 1940’s to
modern, and electric etc.
Photo of an East German IFA F9 Limousine built between 1953-56 caught
my eye. Concluding on the ground floor we tried cajoling and applying pressuring for
admittance to get into see the Story collection to no avail!
PS Speicher big opening was earmarked
for the next day! Though were lucky to observe
other microcars arriving. Their Catalogue has
listed 76 well known owner’s cars along with
the 22 belonging to the museum, online you
can download the newsletter
www.ps-speicher.de/newsletter.
Back to Irenensee that afternoon to inspect the
cars, that had arrived, taking time to admire
them, gather their travel stories (distance and
reliability) information from owners along
with their friends. Later invited that evening
to enjoy a BBQ with some of them.
Friday due to a GPS error arrived
10.05am as the cars were leaving. Was able to get my friend a lift in Isabella’s KR
for the run of 68km to Strabenbahn Tram museum, my lift was with George in his
black 1960 KR200.
Founded in 1987, covers vehicles from the period 1895 to the eighties
Originally there were more than 350 trams, buses, commercial vehicles the stock now
reduced to around 140. Another focus is unusual, like straight rail vacuum cleaners
and grinding cars, locomotives and freight wagons. Lunch in their beer-garden
consisted of (would you believe it) sausages and potato salad!
Returning later that afternoon after another
walk, talk and getting to know owners;
passing the restaurant get called by ‘name’
by Bert Neijmeijer Lubertus (as mentioned
before) he along with Karl Kleeman and
Peter had ordered spare-ribs with the South
African waitress who had forgotten their
order, so joined them after re-ordering.
Final day a 52km run on Saturday
2nd was to VW factory at Wolfsburg. This
time our lift was with Peter and his brother
in 1958 Lloyd.
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Fred’s May June Europe trip

This is an impressive plant of 6,500,000 m2 (69,965,418 sq. ft). the tour
started with production methods, moving on to The (anti-pollution) Green room, the
museum area, much to my surprise catering for all makes, years, types of (mainly
cars) to show how diversified these ranged from an 1899 Carl Benz, American 50’s,
Sports of all brands to Fiat Autobianchi, scooters and a Messerschmitt.

Here I entered the future world getting in a Virtual Reality Interactive car to
drive under the guidance of an ‘AI’ lady around the streets of Bologna. When I tried
putting my hand on her knee the image collapsed with lighting sparks! (Ha-Ha I’m a
dirty old man!) The impressive array of Schmitts in the car park astounded other tour
groups and visitors alike with many photos taken
Returning late afternoon, by a different route wander around gathering
information, names, emails etc. from owners, inspect the small number of swap and
for sale tables, not a great amount or variety but very high prices! Find Karl Kleeman
and mate Steve in the restaurant join them for meal. Karl remembered me, from a
number of years back when he was producing Schmitt rear-suspension donuts that I
purchased on behalf of club members at that time. Won’t waste space and time filling
in with sight-seeing days that followed other than some incidents that made the
holiday completely unforgettable!
20km or so the autobahn getting info Berlin was closed, for maintenance or
an accident? Following other traffic our GPS then kept routing back to re-join
autobahn. After three attempts, asking police at road blocks and getting nowhere call
into a petrol station for directions and look at their map. By this time told autobahn
should be open, it wasn’t following my instincts take main road until GPS gave up!
then recalculating got us to our Berlin Hotel. Next need diesel before returning Fiat,
a lot of roads closed for a bicycles event. Much frustration to find a servo eventually
return car where they noticed the N/side wheel paint damage, must have been in a
good mood as no demerit points or charge.
Following on from Prague and Vienna visited Rainer & Renata, we became
friends 25 years ago when we met at Beaulie swap-meet, he there on his Heinkel
scooter combination.
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Fred’s May June Europe trip
The family lives in Hassfurt, near Bamberg so a week there was essential to
see his farm, the collection of vintage farm equipment, fruit trees, bicycles, cameras,
tour his private, collectables museum, with Marklin models, admire the Juke boxes,
his Heinkel Scooters, Cars etc.
Additionally, took us
on a day tour of Wurtsburg
city it’s castle, cathedral and
palace. Within walking distance
of their house, his son Max &
wife run a Pension hotel /
restaurant alongside the river
Mainz with adjacent camping
grounds. A beautiful area.
They spoilt us no end serving
local culinary dishes some I
have never heard or tried these
were enjoyed to the full.
Back again to Zurich to discover the city properly. Visit the Rhine falls,
cruise the lake, take a train to Lucerne where I visited their National Transport
museum. This covers a huge area covering all forms of transport.
Entry starts through an interactive virtual reality area. Children had
commandeered the goggles to experience the system! After watching them rocking,
rolling and weaving, to the visual side effects of using them. Asked them to give me
a turn, my visual experience was high speed down-hill skiing (scary). Got lost in the
many floors of the huge aircraft section, found it difficult to find the exit.
Across the interactive courtyard, for children, with hands on, for them, being
able to construct roads. Continued across into their, long hall, display ranging from
primitive canal transport, to early tram / bus development continuing on to rail,
steam, diesel then electric. Maintenance of track etc. even a steam-train over a pit so
one could walk underneath to see all its mechanicals.
Next was the automotive section, again colossal, started with a wall gallery
showing road transport from the development of the wheel, Cugnot’s 1725 selfpropelled vehicle a Swiss 1875 steam roller even pictured a 1955 Messerschmitt.
I found most interesting a video screen playing early European street scenes
covering push-bikes, cars, motor-bikes, scooters, racing cars and events.
Halls and rooms continued with transport through the ages from HobbyHorse, penny-farthing, Hansom-cabs, Benz vehicles, through the full range dating
from 1890’s to modern. Motorbikes, invalid-carriages, micro-cars, even picnic
settings with caravans. Nothing was missed.
On leaving a full-size Cobra car made of engine parts all welded to shape.
(See next page for photo)
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Fred’s May June Europe trip

Two sections left, marine started with early development from using papyrus
woven mats /baskets, to hewn tree-trunk, going through the complete development of
navigation. Sailing vessels, wood and sail giving way to steel and steam. Included was
a cut-away, push a button, working modern ocean liner diesel engine. Deep sea
submersibles’ were displayed, including a full-size submarine to walk through.
Finally the picture gallery contained three rather special 1938 Tatra cars these being
right-hand models destined to be sold in Malta now belonging to Hans Erni.
Late afternoon train back to Zurich to enjoy food tasting in the weekend market set up
in the rail station concourse.
Prior contact had been made with
Leon Ascot and Verena, they live
along the Lake’s Foreshore, this to
renew an over twenty year ago a
meeting here in Sydney. They are in
the process of moving to Nambour
Qld to continue his work as a Geologist and Lapidarist
We were invited to visit to see his
collection of Maserati motor bikes,
that he is selling due to the problems
getting certification they don’t
contain any asbestos. This is also causing importation problems for their
Messerschmitt KR that was imported into Switzerland 1958.
Over a superb dinner; long discussions continued, are still ongoing, regarding our
Australian total ban on anything containing asbestos.
As an aside. At present there are two microcar and a VW owner, struggling to
find a way round these Australian Border Force and Home affairs regulations banning
any vehicles with the slightest hint of containing asbestos.
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Fred’s May June Europe trip
I, and they would be happy to hear from anyone else facing, experiencing or have
sorted a way to by-pass or overcome these regulations!
I continued my journey flying to Portugal getting a Peugeot 30S diesel hire car at
Porto. Somehow forgetting or loosing the contract papers. You wouldn’t think this a
problem until something goes wrong! like getting a flat tyre……
This Portuguese visit was to visit an uncle, who turned 86 a few days before I could
get there. He and his wife live in a rural area 130km from Porto, then another 30 or so
kilometres from Oporto. (Notice the similarities in names)
I was the local taxi ferrying them around, shopping, restaurants and getting to know
the road conditions, not dissimilar from Ozzy ones except for being on the right side
of road so able to find every nearside pothole!
Next morning the limited-speed spare fitted, got to the local tyre shop, where had to
purchase two new tyres, the original size not available there…..
Left Charlie and Ann at four AM to return car, their neighbour reset the GPS
wrongly, from a paper in the car, I drove for one hour in wrong-direction until
discovered the mistake. Turn around to get to Porto one hour late, refuel, find
Centauro office then discussion / arguments as to who was to pay for the tyres meant
I missed my flight.
One-thousand three hundred dollars later saw me on the afternoon flight to Stanstead
UK airport with the next morning flight booked to Guernsey.
This entailed booking a very expensive (I think) airport hotel. They chased me out of
the airport reception area where I found seats I could have been happy with…….
Arrived Guernsey a day late to visit
and stay with a cousin who lives there.
The only thing automotive, of interest
there, was that Leon Ascot, who had
been there two years ago found an
antique shop selling an Alice Springs
car badge.
We eventually found the dealer, in a
different shop, there I was able to
purchase a UK AA badge for £10
that Leon remembered seeing there
two years ago.
From Guernsey got the evening ferry
to Pool to stay in a very nice B&B
with big English breakfast provided.
A short walk to the London train this
enabled me to doing some shopping
and banking before flying on Friday
29th via Hong Kong home. …… Fred
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Portuguese Micro Sado 550
(photo taken in Porto Santo, Portugal by Richard Teixeiro )

Entreposto is a Portuguese commercial and industrial group of companies. In
1982 it introduced Sado 550, a microcar with a 547cc two
cylinder Daihatsu AB20 engine. Around 500 were produced between 1982 and 1984,
only a few of which survive to this date.
Entreposto Comercial SA has become better known for being an industrial
metalworking group that has built trailers, caravans and trailers at its Setubal plant for
the automotive sector since the 1950s, but this company also developed and produced
the first modern national microcar that reached very successful sales that had a great
acceptance in Portugal at the time.
Officially designated by SADO 550 for being manufactured in Setúbal was an
original city car designed by the industrial giant Warehouse Commercial Vehicles in
its workshops of Moscavide in Lisbon where the first prototypes were made in 1978
although it would have been manufactured in Setúbal since 1982. In the same
assembly lines all the well-known old commercial models of the Datsun Sado range
were also built . Both brands would be distributed through the chain of
branches Entreposto Comercial SA in the 1980s and this was the end result of an old
study of a small car called "The Ximba Project" of which the well-known former
Portuguese pilot José Megre was also part of the technical team of this new project.
It existed in five versions almost similar (with few differences) between the
new models with values that varied between 70,000 Escudos and 290,000
Escudos. Each version of the SADO 550 had Japanese Daihatsu 547cc 2-cylinder 29hp gasoline engines only available with a 4-speed manual gearbox like the Daihatsu
Cuore microcar that were imported to some countries such as France, the Netherlands
and England where they sold well.
.
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Warehouse SADO 550

Overview
Production
1978 - 1985
Manufacturer Warehouse Commercial Vehicles
Assembly
Entreposto Comercial SA Setubal Portugal
Body 2 door hatchback
Engine Daihatsu AB20 Petrol 547 cc
Power 29 hp
Transmission 4-speed manual
Dimensions
Length 2,365 mm
Width 1.345 mm
Height 1,402 mm
Ground Clearance 120 mm
###########################################################################

Why is that Micro loaded onto Rudi’s Micro Trailer ?
The answer will be revealed in the Spring magazine !!
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‘Microcar and Scooter Club Inc’ No 987 6195.
ISSN 2206 8880 Web site, www.microcarandscooterclub.org
Correspondence C/o MCSC. Post Office Box 42, Berowra, NSW, 2081.
President:
Scooter President
Secretary:
Treasurer & M’ship
Magazine Editor:

John Renshaw, ph 02 9484 8666, <pop.nan@optusnet.com.au>
Andy Jackson, <ozlambretta@gmail.com> ph 0406 752 533
Douglas Kennedy, ph 02 9456 0341, <douglaskennedy@internode.on.net>
Allen Wall, 02 9708 0347 or 0417 267 173, <alscooters@bigpond.com>
John Renshaw, (proof reader Graham Sims )

Webmaster:

Andy Jackson …. see above

Magazine Support:
all MCSC members
Mag prodn/distn
John Renshaw & Allen Wall……. See above
Events registrar
: Niko Satria with a request for input from all members
Events facilitator:
Vic Fenech, Niko Satria, along with committee and member collaboration.
Research officer:
Douglas Kennedy, contact as above.
Spare parts adviser:
Fred Diwell, 02 4565 0219, e-mail microcarscooter@skymesh.com.au>
Club plate register
& inspector:
Keith Wall, and movement day book Ph 02 9790 3803 or 02 9708 0347
CMC delegates:
Allen Wall, Peter Luks, Vic Fenech, and Andy Jackson
Public officer:
Allen Wall.
The objectives of membership are for the preservation, restoration and promotion of Microcars and
Scooters, all kept to as original condition as practical. Monthly meetings take place at the Arena
Sports Club ( was the Greyhound Club), Boardman Ave, Yagoona, on the third Friday of each month
starting at 8.00 p.m. We hold rallies and social events on a regular basis for members and associate
with similar clubs here and overseas. Localised personal information and advice can be acquired from
our state delegates or web site:








Victoria: Paul Lucas at Mornington, 03 5975 7203.
Queensland: Terry White at Kelvin Grove 07 3356 5828.
Tasmania: John Barrass at Newstead 03 6333 0544.
Western Australia Zig Pasnicki 08 9397 6315.
South Australia: Ian Wilson at Clearview 08 8262 3033.
Queensland Ruth Farrar (BMW specialist) 0438 883 201.
Other independent associated registers and clubs that promote the same ideals are: British two stroke
club in Victoria, Goggomobil register in NSW, Microcar Club of New Zealand, Siva in Perth WA,
Velosolex Oz group in Vic, and Southwest Brisbane motoring club inc.
The club magazine is published four times a year around the beginning of March, June, September,
and December. Items for inclusion should be submitted to the editor by the 10th of the month prior to
publication; receiving information early gives us a better chance of getting the magazine out on time.
Rates for half or full page advertisements are available at very modest cost.
Membership joining and renewals can be made by direct debit to Bendigo Bank BSB 633000. East
Gosford, to MCSC Inc A/c 122802259. Make sure you put your name in the comments section so we
know who it’s from.
During compilation of this publication the MCSC editor believed all reports and information true and correct. However the editor
makes no representations, either expressed or implied as to the accuracy of information and data contained herein, and accepts no
liability for any use of the information and data or reliance placed upon it.
In other words if we got something wrong we are sorry and let us know. This particularly applies to phone numbers, dates,
technical details and name spelling. We do try our best! All rights reserved © 2018 MCSC.
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